
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Let Them Write! 
How Composition Can Be Utilized As Your Most Effective Teaching Tool 

 

 

 

 

 

 Students as composers (see my website for handouts of these projects) 
 

 Composition Introductory Project (6th grade) 

 8 ms long, title, tempo, clef, key, time, beats per ms, new fingering, “target concept”, program notes 

 12 Tone Composition (7th grade) 

 A great way to apply creative constraints, plus  Vi Hart’s “Twelve Tone” video will hook your students  

 General Theory Concepts (6th-8th grade) 

 Intervals (half step/whole step) and fingering chart scavenger hunts 

 W-W-H-W-W-W-H in all 12 keys speed quiz 

 Chord progressions: Create your own chorale using scale degrees 

 Pop Music Arrangement (8th grade) 

 Learn the chords, how they are constructed into progressions, then transcribe melodies by ear 

 Mash-Up (8th grade) 

 Take 2-6 measures from all of your old pieces of sheet music and mash them up 

 12 Days of Christmas Arrangement (7th grade) 

 Each section of the band will come up with their own arrangement of the melody and play it 

 Finishing Schubert’s Unfinished Symphony (5th grade) 

 Start by having students remix the melody, then go deeper and talk about theme and variations  

 Rhythm Sheet Remixes (3rd & 4th grade) 

 Print off 4-8 sheets with basic rhythms, students rearrange the sheets into a different order 

 Environmental Music (4th grade) 

 Our playground has three drums the students wrote music for…what could be at your school? 

 Silent Movie Composition (3rd grade) 

 Choose a video (Looney Tunes works great), turn off the sound, students make the soundtrack 

 Create A Beat (2nd grade) 

 Using a step sequencer to discuss bass/snare/hi-hat beats in rap and hip-hop music 

 Roller Coasters (1st grade) 

 Drawing the contour of your voice with one color crayon (“ooo”) and another color crayon ( “zzz”) 

 Graphic Notation (Kindergarten) 

 Create a thunderstorm (or other soundscape) with body percussion and symbols on the board 

 



 

 

 

 Teacher as the composer 

 Composition as a tool for differentiation 

 Composition can be targeted, specific, and non-transferable: these  players in this  room 

 Create split parts (Part 1/Part 2) for ALL instruments to differentiate towards ability levels 

 Give all students the melody/bass line and they can choose their part in the arrangement 

 The time spent in the compositional process has many things wrapped up inside of it; it eliminates the 
time searching JW Pepper, writing the purchase order to buy music, score study, and rewriting parts 

 I am not a (good) composer 

 John Adams: “No matter how casual or at ease we composers may appear on the outside...     
[we are always reminded] you’ll never be as good as Bach” 

 Creativity is just a recombination of the things you love; try your hand at composing by stealing from 
what inspires you, and in the process the original source will become lost in the translation of your 
own compositional filter 

 If our music selection functions as a significant component of our curriculum, what concepts/ideas 
could an original composition for your students supplement your curriculum with?  

 I cannot overstate the magic that comes with the composer standing in the same room as the students 

 The greatest podcast you will ever need for inspiration:  Meet the Composer 
 

 Takeaways 

 Being a composer is part of being a musician 

 If we don’t invite the space for certain types of music making to be valued in our classroom,  
will students ever feel comfortable sharing that aspect of their musical identity? 

 Composition can be your greatest tool for differentiating towards the needs of your students 

 Your last chair clarinet player could be your best composer 

 When your students leave you and do not have a person waving arms in their face, will they still be 
able to make music? 
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